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removing at least one unnecessary line segment from

said framework which is identified based on said evaluation of

said degree of importance of each line segment; and

determining a position of a vertex after said

unnecessary line segment is removed.

(new) The method of claim wherein said image

data defines a 3 -dimensional polygonal framework.

(new) The method of claim wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

performed by evaluating an amount by which a volume of the

polygonal framework defined by the image data is changed by

removal of a particular line segment.

(new) The method of claim 2^, wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment further

comprises assigning a line segment a degree of importance in

direct proportion to the amount of volume change caused by

removal of that line segment

.

/

The method of claim 2p , wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

performed using a vector (E) which represents a particular

X /2Al . (new) The method of claim 20,
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line segment, an area (A) of a polygon within said polygonal

framework wherein said particular line segment is a side of

said polygon, and a vector (N) normal to a plane of said

polygon.

(new) The method of claim P
wherein said evaluating a degree of importance of each

line segment further comprises calculating an importance of a

particular line segment by (N • E) x A,

wherein E is said vector representing a particular line

segment, A is said area of a polygon sided by said particular

line segment, and N is said normal vector.

\. ... . ...
evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

performed based on an amount by which an area of said

polygonal framework defined by said image data is changed by

removal of a particular line segment.

% 7
new) The method of claim wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment further

comprises assigning a degree of importance to a particular

line segment in direct proportion to said amount by which said
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area of said polygonal framework is changed by removal of that

line segment

.

(new) The method of claim 2^, wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

performed based on a length of a particular line segment and

an area of a polygon within said polygonal framework of which

said particular line segment is a side.

(new) The method of claim wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment further

comprises calculating a sum of results of an equation |e|x A

for polygons sided by said particular line segment, wherein

"|e|" is length of that line segment, "A" is an area of a

polygon sided by said particular line segment.

i /3^. (new) The method of claim 2x), wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

performed based on a length of said line segments.

Ifl. (new) The method of claim 2^, wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of said line segments

further comprises assigning a degree of importance to each
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line segment in direct proportion to a length of that line

segment

.

3/2. (new) The method of claim wherein if two or

more line segments are assigned an identical degree of

importance, said method further comprises assigning a lowest

degree of importance among said two or more line segments to

that line segment of said two or more line segments with a

shortest length.

. (new) The method of claim 2p , further comprising

repeating said steps of evaluating a degree of importance of

each line segment; removing an unnecessary line segment; and

determining a position of a vertex after said unnecessary line

segment is removed.

3/4. (new) The method of claim 2/t)( wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

performed based on an amount by which an amount of said image

data is changed by removal of a particular line segment.

sf . (new) The method of claim 2j() , wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

L\6
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performed based on importance values assigned by a user to one

or more of said line segments.

(new) The method of claim , further comprising

specifying one or more of said line segments as of high

importance, wherein said evaluating a degree of importance of

each line segment further comprises preventing said one or

more high importance line segments from being designated as

said unnecessary line segment.

(new) The method of clairt^ 2// wherein said

determining a position of a vertex af^er said unnecessary line

segment is removed comprises positioning a vertex at a

position such that a total los^of area between a framework

including said unnecessary ]n.ne and a framework in which said

unnecessary line segment i^s removed is minimized.

(new) The method of claim 2^/ wherein said

determining a position of a vertex after said unnecessary line

segment is removed comprises positioning a vertex at a

position such that a loss of area to said framework caused by

removal of said unnecessary line segment is approximately

equal for portions of said framework on opposite sides of said

vertex.
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(new) The method of claim

determining a position of a vertex after said unnecessary line

segment is removed comprises positioning said vertex at a

position corresponding to an end of said removed unnecessary-

line segment

.

:laim
2J^(

/O . (new) The method of claim 2j6l further comprising,

generating an intermediate configuration of said image data by

decreasing a length of said unnecessary line segment prior to

said step of removing said unnecessary line segment.

(new) The method of claim ^( further comprising,

generating an intermediate polygonal framework between an

original framework including said unnecessary line segment and

a new framework with said unnecessary line segment removed,

4/. (new) The method of claim wherein said

generating an intermediate framework comprises locating a

vertex an a position intermediate to a vertex position in said

original framework and a vertex position determined in said

step of determining a position of a vertex after said

unnecessary line segment is removed.

0.^
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The method of claim 42r, wherein said

locating a vertex at an intermediate position comprises using

a linear interpolation on said vertex position in said

original framework and said vertex position determined in said

step of determining a position of a vertex after said

unnecessary line segment is removed.

(new) The method of claim 2^,^ further comprising

reconfiguring a texture applied to said framework to account

for said removing of said unnecessary line segment.

(new) The method of claim 2^/ wherein said

evaluation of a degree of importance of each line segment is

based in part on an evaluation of the degree of importance of

line segments contiguous to a particular line segment being

evaluated.

. (new) The method of claim further comprising

reconfiguring said framework after said unnecessary line

segment has been removed by placing a new vertex at said

position identified in said step of determining a position of

a vertex.
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47. (new) The method of claim wherein said

reconfiguring comprises using said new vertex to replace a

previous vertex located at an end of said unnecessary, removed

line segment.

48. (new) A method of approximating an image^^

decreasing an amount of image data used to create/che image,

wherein said image data defines a polygonal f;i?amework, said

framework being composed of line segments ^jdrrawn between

vertices, said method comprising:

assigning an importance val)/e to each line segment of

said framework

;

removing from said /fraim^ork that line segment having

a lowest importance value; and

reconfiguring saidWi^^afnework to account for said

removal of said line segment paving said lowest importance

value.

49. (new) The method of claim 48, wherein said

/reconfiguring further comprises replacing two vertices of said

framework, between whi^ch said removed line segment had been

connected, with a single new vertex.
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50. (new) The method of claim 48, wherein said ima:^^

data defines a 3 -dimensional polygonal framework.

51. (new) The method of claim 48, wherein said

assigning an importance value to each line sej^ent is

performed by evaluating an amount by which jL volume of the

polygonal framework defined by the image /lata is changed by

removal of a particular line segment.

52, (new) The method of clAim 51, wherein said

assigning an importance value to each line segment further

comprises assigning a line segment an importance value in

direct proportion to the amount/ of volume change caused by

removal of that line segmei

53. (new) The methx^dr-^ claim 48, wherein said

assigning an importance va^Ue to each line segment is

performed using a vector (/E) which represents a particular

line segment, an area (AV of a polygon within said polygonal

framework, wherein said/particular line segment is a side of

said polygon, and a vector (N) normal to a plane of said

polygon.

54. (new) The method of claim 53,

10
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wherein said assigning an importance value to each^iine

segment further comprises calculating an importance/^f a

particular line segment by (N • E) x A,

wherein E is said vector representing a/particular line

segment, A is said area of a polygon sidec^by said particular

line segment, and N is said normal vectc

55. (new) The method of claAm 48, wherein said

assigning an importance value to each line segment is

performed based on an amount by which an area of said

polygonal framework defined by said image data is changed by

removal of a particular line segment.

56. (new) The metihod/of claim 55, wherein said

assigning an importance valW/^tp^ach line segment further

comprises assigning an importance value to a particular line

segment in direct proportion to said amount by which said area

of said polygonal framewor]/ is changed by removal of that line

segment

.

57. (new) The/method of claim 48, wherein said

assigning an importance value to each line segment is

performed based on /a length of a particular line segment and

11
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an area of a polygon within said polygonal framework which

said particular line segment is a side.

58. (new) The method of claim 57 , /t^^herein said

assigning an importance value to each lin^ segment further

comprises calculating a sum of results /of an equation |e|x A

for polygons sided by said particula/ line segment, wherein

"|e|" is length of that line segment, "A" is an area of a

polygon sided by said particular line segment.

59. (new) The method <bf. claim 48, wherein said

assigning an importance value /to each line segment is

performed based on a length ^g'f said line segments

60. (new) The m' aim 59, wherein said

assigning an importance value to each of said line segments

further comprises assigni^^ an importance value to each line

segment in direct proportaon to a length of that line segment,

61. (new) The Anethod of claim 48, wherein if two or

more line segments ax^j assigned an identical degree of

importance, said method further comprises assigning a lowest

degree of importance among said two or more line segments to

12
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that line segment of said two or more line segments wi^t^i a

shortest length

.

62. (new) The method of claim 48, fdrther comprising

repeating said steps of assigning an importance value to each

line segment; removing that line segment /with the lowest

importance value; and reconfiguring sai/a framework.

63. (new) The method of claim 48, wherein said

assigning an importance value to each line segment is

performed based on an amount by which an amount of said image

data is changed by removal of a particular line segment.

64. (new) The method of claim 48, wherein said

assigning an importance ilue Lo Beich line segment is

performed based on importancefvalues assigned by a user to one

or more of said line segments

65. (new) The metl/lod of claim 64, further comprising

specifying one or more of /said line segments as of high

importance, wherein assigning an importance value to each line

segment further compri^fes preventing said one or more high

importance line segme^its from being removed.

13
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66. (new) The method of claim 48, whereiiy^id

reconfiguring comprises positioning a new vertex at a position

such that a total loss of area between a framework including

said line segment having said lowest impor^nce value and a

framework comprising said new vertex and^in which said lowest-

importance-value line segment is remoyed is minimized.

67. (new) The method of claim 48, wherein said

reconfiguring comprises positionpig a vertex at a position

such that a loss of area to said framework caused by removal

of said lowest- importance-vali:iy^ line segment is approximately

equal for portions of said fi^amework on opposite sides of said

vertex.

68. (new) Thk metihod ofyclaim 48, wherein said

reconfiguring comprised pnsiJ:-ioning a vertex at a position

corresponding to an end pf said removed lowest- importance-

value line segment.

69. (new) The^ method of claim 48, further comprising,

generating an intermediate configuration of said image data by

decreasing a length of said lowest- importance-value line

segment prior to saad step of removing said lowest- importance-

value line segment.

14
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70. (new) The method of claim 48, further cort^rising,

generating an intermediate polygonal framework ween an

original framework including said lowest- im|5ortance-value line

segment and a new reconfigured framework/with said lowest-

importance-value line segment removed^

71. (new) The method of /6laim 41, wherein said

generating an intermediate framework comprises locating a

vertex an a position intermedi/ate to a vertex position in said

original framework and a new/vertex position determined in

said step of reconfiguring.

The method of claim 71, wherein said72. (new)

locating a vertex

a linear interpolation/on^^^s^d vertex position in said

original framework and said new vertex position determined in

said step of reconfiguring.

at an/intermediate position comprises using

ta>ony

73. (new) / The method of claim 48, further comprising

reconfiguring a^ texture applied to said framework to account

for said remc^ving of said lowest -importance-value line

segment

.

15
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74. (new) The method of claim 48, whe-r^in said

assigning an importance value to each^fne'^'s^ is done in

accordance with an assigned impor€ance value of line segments

contiguous to a particular: l^e segment being evaluated.

75. (new) Th^ kiethod jsrf^ claim 48, wherein said

reconfiguring comnrises using a new vertex to replace a

previous vertex/located at an end of said removed, lowest-

-v^JAie li:importance-value line segment

.2-
6. (new) A method of approximating an image by

decreasing an amount of image data used to create the image,

wherein said image data defines a polygonal framework formed

of polygons to which textures or pictures are applied, said

polygons of said framework being composed of line segments

connected between vertices, said method comprising:

evaluating a degree of importance of each line

segment of said framework;

removing an unnecessary line segment identified by

said step of evaluating a degree of importance of each line

segment

;

reconfiguring said framework to account for said

removal of said line segment; and

50
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reconfiguring said textures or pictures applied to

said framework to account for said removal of said line

segment

.

7/7. (new) The method of claim ^3^, wherein said

reconfiguring the textures or pictures applied to the

framework is preformed altering an association between a

vertex of said unnecessary line segment and any of said

textures or pictures

.

^8.// (new) The method of claim iM, wherein:

said reconfiguring of said framework comprises replacing

two vertices of said framework, between which said

unnecessary, removed line segment had been connected, with a

single new vertex; and

said reconfiguring the textures or pictures applied to the

framework comprises determining a new position on said

textures or pictures corresponding to a position of said

single new vertex in said framework.

Iff. (new) The method of claim iM^ wherein said

reconfiguring of said textures or pictures applied to the

framework comprises determining said new position by

6\ 17
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interpolation between two points on the textures or pictures

which correspond to the unnecessary line segment.

The method of claim wherein said

interpolation is a linear interpolation.

(new) The method of claim wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment of said

framework further comprises preventing any line segment

existing on an outline of any of said textures or pictures

from being designated as said unnecessary line segment.

afi\ (new) The method of claim j^^T^ wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment of said

framework further comprises preventing any line segment, which

exists on an outline of any of said textures or pictures from

being designated as said unnecessary line segment if a change

in an area of said texture or picture resulting from removal

of that line segment exceeds a predetermined value.

4new) The method of claim 8J^'""^herein said area

change amount after the line segment removal is obtained on

the basis of a calculation of sum of results of an equation

I

(N«E)xL| at line segments corresponding to the boundary lines

18
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of the texture or picture existing before and after the line

segment to be removed, wherein "E" is representing that line

segment, "L" is a length of line segment corresponding to the

boundary lines of the texture or picture, "N" is a normal

vector of said line segments, is a inner product, and "x"

is a product.

2>A. (new) The method of claim wherein said image

data defines a 3 -dimensional polygonal framework.

(new) The method of claim IJS/; wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

performed by evaluating an amount by which a volume of the

polygonal framework defined by the image data is changed by

removal of a particular line segment.

(new) The method of claim wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment further

comprises assigning a line segment a degree of importance in

direct proportion to the amount of volume change caused by

removal of that line segment.

(new) The method of claim T^T wherein said

evaldating a degree of importance of each line segment is
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performed using a vector (E) which represents a particular

line segment, an area (A) of a polygon within said polygonal

framework wherein said particular line segment is a side of

said polygon, and a vector (N) normal to a plane of said

polygon.

a^. (new) The method of claim

wherein said evaluating a degree of importance of each

line segment further comprises calculating an importance of a

y particular line segment by (N • E) x A,

n wherein E is said vector representing a particular line
n

segment, A is said area of a polygon sided by said particular

line segment, and N is said normal vector.

I
tp . (new) The method of claim 7^y^ wherein said

I
evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

i

performed based on an amount by which an area of said

polygonal framework defined by said image data is changed by

removal of a particular line segment.

new) The method of claim wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment further

comprises assigning a degree of importance to a particular

line segment in direct proportion to said amount by which said

54 20
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area of said polygonal framework is changed by removal of that

line segment.

9L. (new) The method of claim iM, wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

performed based on a length of a particular line segment and

an area of a polygon within said polygonal framework of which

said particular line segment is a side.

f ^ag. (new) The method of claim wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment further

comprises calculating a sum of results of an equation |e|x A

for polygons sided by said particular line segment, wherein

"|e|" is length of that line segment, "A" is an area of a

polygon sided by said particular line segment.

new) The method of claim iM, wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

performed based on a length of said line segments.

9^. -(new) The method of claim SM wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of said line segments

further comprises assigning a degree of importance to each

21
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line segment in direct proportion to a length of that line

segment

.

sE , (new) The method of claim iJT, wherein if two or

more line segments are assigned an identical degree of

importance, said method further comprises assigning a lowest

degree of importance among said two or more line segments to

that line segment of said two or more line segments with a

shortest length

.

9/. (new) The method of claim further comprising

repeating said steps of evaluating a degree of importance of

each line segment; removing an unnecessary line segment;

reconfiguring said framework; and reconfiguring said textures

or pictures

.

(new) The method of claim 1^ wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

performed based on an amount by which an amount of said image

data is changed by removal of a particular line segment.

(new) The method of claim Im wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

22
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performed based on importance values assigned by a user to one

or more of said line segments.

, (new) The method of claim ^js, further comprising

specifying one or more of said line segments as of high

importance, wherein said evaluating a degree of importance of

each line segment further comprises preventing said one or

more high importance line segments from being designated as

said unnecessary line segment.

L(oO. (new) The method of claim 1^ wherein said

reconfiguring said framework comprises positioning a vertex at

a position such that a total loss of area between a framework

including said unnecessary line and a framework in which said

unnecessary line segment is removed is minimized.

U>1 ^<it
IpT. . (new) The method of claim wherein said

reconfiguring said framework comprises positioning a vertex at

a position such that a loss of area to said framework caused

by removal of said unnecessary line segment is approximately

equal for portions of said framework on opposite sides of said

vertex.

51
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53 ^'^ it
IQG . (new) The method of claim 7^7 wherein said

reconfiguring said framework comprises positioning a new

vertex at a position corresponding to an end of said removed

unnecessary line segment.

IQB , (new) The method of claim 7^'further comprising.

generating an intermediate configuration of said image data by

decreasing a length of said unnecessary line segment prior to

said step of removing said unnecessary line segment.

of claim 7^ furthe10^. (new) The method of claim 1^ further comprising.

generating an intermediate polygonal framework between an

original framework including said unnecessary line segment and

a new framework with said unnecessary line segment removed.

105. (new) The method of claim 104^ whereijin said

generating an intermediate framework comprises locating a

vertex an a position intermediate to a vertex position in said

original framework and a vertex position determined in said

step of determining a position of a vertex after said

unnecessary line segment is removed.

The method of claim IQj^ wherein said

locating a vertex at an intermediate position comprises using
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a linear interpolation on said vertex position in said

original framework and said vertex position determined in said

step of determining a position of a vertex after said

unnecessary line segment is removed.

4^ "6 ^ ^2
of claim 1^ f wh<l£r7 . (new) The method of claim 1^, wherein said

evaluating a degree of importance of each line segment is

based in part on an evaluation of a degree of importance of

line segments contiguous to a particular line segment being

evaluated.

1#8 . (new) The method of claim 1^, wherein said

reconfiguring said framework comprises using a new vertex to

replace a previous vertex located at an end of said

unnecessary, removed line segment.

109. (new) A device for use with a disp]^ayaevice that

approximates an image by decreasing an amojHlt of image data

used to create the image, wherein s^^id/image data defines a

polygonal framework, said frameworjc ^^i^9 composed of line

segments drawn between verticejs/ said device comprising:

a memory unit for/storing said image data; and

a processor cpmiected to said memory unit, wherein

said processor is p-ifogrammed to:
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(a) assign an importance value to eachyi^ne

segment of said framework;

(b) remove from said framework tefiat line segment

having a lowest importance v^flue; and

(c) reconfigure said framefwork to account for

said removal of said line segment having said

lowest importance value,

110. (new) The device of claim 109, further comprising

J.an input device inputting said./ image data to said processor

for storage in said memory unit

111. (new) Thel device of claim 110, wherein said input

device comprises a flop^/ disk'^rive

.

112. (new) The device of claim 110, wherein said input

device comprises a magneto-optical disk drive.

113. (new) The Idevice of claim 109, further comprising

a user input device for inputting data to said processor.

114. (new) Thk device of claim 113, wherein said user

input device comprises a keyboard.

26
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115. (new) The device of claim 109, wherein sa^d

processor is further programmed to reconfigure texfeure and

pictures applied to said framework to account fo-r removal of

said line segment. /

116. (new) The device of claim 109, said processor, in

performing said reconfiguration of said yframework, is

programmed to replace two vertices of /said framework, between

which said removed line segment had Been connected, with a

single new vertex. /

117. (new) The device of/ claim 109, wherein said image

data defines a 3 -dimensional polygonal framework.

118. (new) The device/ of claim 109, said processor, in

performing said assignments, ofi importajice values, is programmed

to evaluating an amount by which a volume of the polygonal

framework defined by the image data is changed by removal of a

particular line segment. /

119. (new) The /device of claim 118, said processor, in

performing said assigiament of importance values, is programmed

to assign a line segment an importance value in direct
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proportion to the amount of volume change caused by remp^l of

that 1 ine segment

.

120. (new) The device of claim 109, s^id processor, in

performing said assignment of importance vallies, is programmed

to use a vector (E) which represents a particular line

segment, an area (A) of a polygon within/ said polygonal

framework, wherein said particular lin^ segment is a side of

said polygon, and a vector (N) normal/ to a plane of said

polygon.

121. (new) The device of yfclaim 120,

wherein said processor /assi^^is an importance value to each

line segment by calculating an importance of a particular line

segment by (N • E) x A,

wherein E is said vecbpr /repres^ting a particular line

segment, A is said area of a /polygon sided by said particular

line segment, and N is said /normal vector.

122. (new) The d^Vice of claim 109, said processor, in

performing said assignment of importance values, is programmed

to determine an amounj/ by which an area of said polygonal

framework defined said image data is changed by removal of

a particular lijptB segment.
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123. (new) The device of claim 122, wherein ^aid

processor assigns an importance value to a particular line

segment in direct proportion to said amount by/^lich said area

of said polygonal framework is changed by reprfoval of that line

segment

.

124. (new) The device of claim/l09, wherein said

processor, in performing said assignment of importance values,

assigns an importance value to each /line segment based on a

length of a particular line segment and an area of a polygon

within said polygonal framework c^t which said particular line

segment is a side.

125. (new) The devicp of claim 124, wherein said

processor assigns ail importance value to each line segment by

calculating a sum of \esulcs of,.'^ equation |e|x A for

polygons sided by said p^articular line segment, wherein "|e|"

is length of that line /segment , "A" is an area of a polygon

sided by said particxjilar line segment.

126. (new) / The device of claim 109, wherein said

processor, in/performing said assignment of importance values,
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is programmed to assign an importance value to eacii^'^ne

segment based on a length of said line segment s^'^^

127. (new) The device of claim 126/; wherein said

processor assigns an importance value to/each line segment in

direct proportion to a length of that 1/ine segment.

128. (new) The device of claim 109, wherein if two or

more line segments are assigned an /identical degree of

importance, said processor assigns^ a lowest degree of

importance among said two or mor& line segments to that line

segment of said two or more line/ segments with a shortest

length. /^"^^
/

129. (new) The device /of claim 109, wherein said

processor is further programmed to repeat said assignment of

an importance value to eachr-iirrie segment; said removal of that

line segment with the lowesti importance value; and said

reconfiguration said framework.

13 0. (new) The device of claim 109, wherein said

processor is programmed yto assign an importance value to each

line segment based on amount by which an amount of said

image data is changeta by removal of a particular line segment.
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131. (new) The device of claim 109, wherein saiu

processor is programmed to assign an importance valj^ to each

line segment based on importance values assigned/by a user to

one or more of said line segments. /

132. (new) The device of claim lOSS , wherein said

processor is programmed to reconfigure said framework by

positioning a new vertex at a position/such that a total loss

of area between a framework including^ said line segment having

said lowest importance value and a framework containing said

new vertex and in which said lowesyU- importance -value line

segment is removed is minimized. /

133. (new) The/^ device of claim 109, wherein said

processor is programmed to reconfigure said framework by

positioning a new vertex at a position, such that a loss of

area to said framework\:aus4d by removal of said lowest-

importance -value line segment is approximately equal for

portions of said framework on opposite sides of said new

vertex. /

134. (new)

processor is pro

/The device of claim 109, wherein said

ammed to reconfigure said framework by


